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2 [BD21], B [DP20], C° [BySTZ21, LZ20], E [Kri20], h [MCT20], $H(\text{curl})$ [CW20], $H(\text{div})$ [CW20], $H^1$ [CW20, FS20], $H^2$ [AP21], J [AHP21], $L^2$ [HKP20], Q [BNW20], p [CFEV21, DFTW20, Loi20], $Q^2$ [LZ20], $QR$ [BDG20], s [CIV21], $T$ [Hal21]. [NP21b].


algorithm [Ber20, HLV20, LO20, NSD20]. algorithms [HJK21, HPSV21, LL21b, Loi20]. Ampère [Ber20, BySTZ21]. Analysis


evolutionary [FPT20]. existence [Li21, SNO20]. expansion [Yse20].
expansions [XL20]. Explicit [SMS20, HL21a, HL21b]. Exponential [FS20, TNW21, DHL20]. exterior [KL17, NKL21]. Extremal [DP20].


inversion [ABMS21]. isogeometric [BDK + 20, SMS20]. isotropic [FS20].
iteration [DFTW20, DJC20]. iterations [BDG20]. iterative [CZ21, HPSV21, JZ20].

Jacobi [BPR21, FPT20].


Neumann [KK20, XY21]. node [TNW21]. noise [HJP20, SSW20].


QMC [NN21]. quadratic [MS20]. quadrature
quasi-homogeneous [MT20]. quasi-optimal [HPSV21].


submanifolds [LRS19, LRS20]. superconvergence [MR21].
superconvergent [HSS+20]. Superior [AK20]. supporting [DLO20].
Surface [Guo20, CDE20, FMS21]. symmetric [FLNS21]. system
[BCG20, CFS20, FLMM20, NSD20]. systems [FLNS21, FMS21, Pag21].

T [LL21a]. T-splines [LL21a]. telegraph [KH20]. temporal [CHL+21b].
tensor [BNW20, DJC20, EMP20, ZJN21]. term [CIV21, HL20a]. their
[ZJN21]. Thomas [BW21]. three [AN20]. three-dimensional [AN20]. time
[CIV21, DHL20, EF21, GOSS20, HJK21, HL21a, HL21b, JZL20, Loi20, MS20,
NSD20]. time-dependent [JLZ20]. time-discrete [HJK21]. time-domain
[GOSS20]. timestepping [GLW21]. tomography [GH21]. torsion [BR20].
total [GSTU20]. traces [BDK+20, Yse20]. transforms [CIV21].
transmission [Har21]. Transparent [JK20, KH20]. transport
[BBMRB21, Ber20, ERSS20, JL20]. trees [JK20]. triangles [AP21]. Two
[MCT20, AK20, BCG20, CH20, CH21, FLMM20, FMS21, GH21, Nat20a,
Nat20b, NSD20]. two-by-two [AK20]. two-dimensional
[CH20, CH21, GH21]. Two-level [MCT20, Nat20a, Nat20b]. two-space
[FMS21]. two-speed [BCG20]. type [AK21, EF21].

ultraweak [FHS20]. unbounded [KH20]. Unconditionally [SX21].
unfitted [SSVS21]. uniaxially [BNW20]. uniform [NN21]. Uniqueness
[Har21]. unitary [BDG20]. using [AB21, HW21a, HW21b, NN21, SNO20].
Uzawa [AK21].

validation [MT20]. value [KK20, RLK20]. valued [DES21]. variable
[CMS20]. variables [KPW20]. variation [GSTU20]. Variational
[BCD20, AHH21, CGT20, HL20a, Win20]. velocities [FLMM20]. version
[MCT20]. veto [HJP20]. via [KPW20, NP21b]. virtual [FMS21]. Voigt
[AN20]. volume [CGT20, CFS20, FLMM20, GL20].

Wasserstein [CGT20]. water [BBMRB21]. wave
[BCD20, ER20, EF21, HL21a, HL21b, JK20, MR21, MRT20]. wave-type
[EF21]. waveguides [Zha21]. weak [Hal21, KS20]. weighted [KPW20].
Whittle [CK20]. without [HJP20, SNO20]. work [MV20].

zone [CEG+20].
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